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A GROUP PURSUIT PROBLEM WITH PHASE CONSTRAINTS* 

N.N. PETROV 

We shall consider the problem of the pursuit of a group of controlled 

objects by a group of controlled objects, with phase constraints on the 

states of the evaders. 

1. an BRk (k>,Z), we consider a differential game with n+rn players: n pursuers Pi, i = 
1, 2, ., n, and m evaders Ej,i= 1,2,...,m. 

The law of motion of each of the pursuers Pi is 

%'=%+ui, /IUJ<i, a<O (1.1) 

The law of motion of each of the evaders Ei is 

Y,' = aYj f V. II u(J < 1 (1.2) 

At t=O the initial positions of the pursuers z,o, ., zno and of the evaders YIO, . .1 YmO 

are given, and it is assumed 'chat 
liO + YjO, Vf,Vj 

Let 2" = (zIO. . ., z,,‘. ylo, . ., ymO). We shall assume that during the game the evaders never 

leave a convex polyhedral set 
D = {zl z E iP, Q~,z> < p,, i = i, .,4 

where PI,. . ..P~ are unit vectors, such that IntD# a. Let T>O be an arbitrary number and 

0 some finite partition t, = 0 < t1< < &,I = T of the interval [O,Tl. 

Definition 1. A piecewise-programmed strategy r'j for player Ej, defined on [O,TI, corre- 

sponding to the partition 0, is defined to be a family of mappings b'j. 1 = 0, 1, ., S, that 

associate with the quantities 

(01 =1 (II)* ., 2" VI), Y, @I). ., Y, (tf)) (1.3) 

a measurable function Uli (t) defined for t E It!, 4+1). such that /I ~1’ V) II < 1, YJ (1) E D. t E lb, Q+I). 

Definition 2. A piecewise-programmed counter-strategy cij for player Pi. corresponding 

to the partition IJ, is defined to be a family of mappings Cji, I = 0, 1, _( s, that associate 
withthequantities (1.3) and the controls Y,@ (f), t E [t,, tl+,), p = i, 2, ., m a measurable function 

Ulj (t) defined for t E Iti, t~+~), such that 1) u$ (t) II d 1, t E [Q, tr+d. 
Denote the game by r= r (n, m.zO. D). 

Definition 3. We shall say that encounter avoidance is possible in r if, for any T>o, 
there exist a partition 0 of the interval [O,T] and a strategy l'~ for each player EJ,corre- 

sponding to IJ, such that for any trajectories =i (t) of players Pi there exists a number 

P E (I, 2,. . . 4 such that 
Yp (t) =+ Ii (1), t E IO, Tl 

where Y, (4 is the trajectory of Ep realized in the given situation. 

Definition 4. We shall say that capture is possible in r if there exists T>o such 
that, for any trajectories Yj(t) of players 'Ej and any partition d of the interval (0. TI , 
there exist piecewise-programmed counter-strategies Lli of players Pi corresponding to the 
partition 0, times '1 E IO, TI and numbers PJ E (i.2, .,?I), such that 

Yj (rj) = zl,j (rj), 

where .rJIj (I) is the trajectory of player P,,, realized in the given situation. 

2. Consider the game r, = r(n,I.a'.D). We may assume that n> k, since if ,,< h one can 
show, using results of /l, 2/, that encounter avoidance is possible in this game. 

Definition 5. We shall say that vectors ol,Z= l....,~, form a positive basis of Rk if, 
for any IE R", there exist a,>O, l=i,...,s, such that 

z = aI", -I- . + oL81111 
Assuming that 01, ., 08 are unit vectors, let us consider the functions 
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Then: 

Theorem I.*(*Petrov N.N., Simple pursuit when there are phase constraints. (Preprint), 
Leningrad, Deposited at VINITI, 27.03.84, 1684-84, 1984.) The vectors q,...,n, formapositive 
basis of Rk if and only if 

Remark 1. If n,, ., a, form a positive basis, then s> k-j- 1. 

Instead of systems (l.l), (1.2)) we shall consider the system 

zi = aq + Ui - I', ES 0 = sio - $0 

Define vectors ~i,....,i++~ as follows: 

iZj = ZIonI Zi” 11 
all+! T PI, z= 1, 2, . . .,r 

(2.2) 

Lz.3) 

Tileorem 2. Capture is possible in rzif and only if the vectors (2.3) form a positive 
basis. 

Proof * Suppose that the vectors (2.3) do not form a positive basis. We shall show that 
encounter avoidance is possible in fl. 

Take a vector p",I/ pal = 1, such that <oj,p') 5 0. Define a strategy V as follows: 

0 = (0, + co), r,(t) == p”,vt 2 0 
It is obvious that V is an admissible strategy. It follows from /l/ that 

Z< (t) $r 0, Vt > 0 (2.(l) 

Hence encounter avoidance will occur in f,. 

Now let the vectors (2.3) form a positive basis. We shall show that capture is possible 
in I?,. 

The proof proceeds as follows. 

1. If r==o, Theorem 2 follows from /l/. 

2. ?-= 1. It follows from Remark 1 that n>!~. Suppose the assertion is false. Then 

for any T>O there exists a strategy V for player E such that for any trajectories xi (q 
of players Pi we have (2.4). 

We may assume that the vectors zlo,...,zh-' form a basis of RX. 

Define counter-strategies L'i for players Pi as follows: 

u; c t) = UL (0 -P, (Zi'!iiZi" 11, lJ1 (1)) ZiO/llZi~ II 
where CT =- (0 = t, < t, < < t,,, =y 7’1 , and 

It can be shown that the counter-strategies 

strategy, it follows that 

L;- are admissible. since i/ is an admissible 

(we may assume that pl== 0). 

Since pt. ~~0, . . _, z,O form a positive basi.s, it follows by Theorem 1 that 

8 = ;g,m;x P, (ai, of>0 

P1(~l,~)=(Q1'V)e~/(~,,V,ai_l-il~lj~ 

&I+1 (Qnil,u) = <PI, 0) 

Let T,(t), T,(i) be two subsets of the interval 1% 81 such that 

Then 

I, + I, = a-1 (I - e-=g 
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where 

The last two relations imply that 

II > 16 (1 - e-at) - ap,l/b (1 + Ql 

It follows from the definition of Ui and from system (2.2) that 

Hence 

lIzi (t) @ll = I[zioII - j e-==pi (+u(r))dr 
0 

i: II~iwe-a’II< ~llzioll- j .?-a1 max pi (ai, ” (T)) dr < 

i-l id ‘J’,V) 
i 

i$ IIZio,jl+ CloS I (I + 6, - 16* ti -@)I I [a (’ + &)I 

Consider the function 

We have 

f(l) = 5 11 ZiO/I + Paa I(1 + 6) -[@(I -e-"')I1 K1 +8) al 
i=1 

f (0) > 0, lim f(t) < 0 
t-Z0 

Hence there exists T,> 0 such that 
f (T,) = 0 (2.5) 

It follows from (2.5) that at a time T,,at the latest, one of the functions ni(t) vanishes. 

This contradiction shows that capture must occur in r l,no later than a time T,. 

3. r arbitrary, r>l. There are two possibilities: 

a) There exists 1 such that the vectors Pl, ZIO. . . ., &I0 form a positive basis of R'.Consider 

the set 
4 = (2 I = E Rk, (PI, 2) < P’I) 

Since D CD,, we see that capture occurs in rl. 

b) For no 1 do the vectors PI,z~~,...,z,~ form a positive basis. b7e shall construct a set 

D, = (~1 ZE Rk, (P,z) c p,,} such that D c D,, and the vectors po,~l'....,~,o form a positive basis. 

Since ~1, . . ., pr, zlo, ., ~~0 form a positive basis of Rk, there exist a,>O, . . ..a.>O, &>O. 

..,&I>0 such that 
0 = alPI + . + wb + PA” + f + BnznO 

As PO we take the vector 
PO = alp, + . . . t %Pr 

If pa= 0, the vectors y" form a positive basis. 
Indeed, let zERk. Since by assumption z,', 1= l,.... k constitute a basis of R$, there 

exist Y,,I= I,..., k, such that 

+ = Y1r,'+ . . . + YkZk’ 

It follows from (2.6) that 

Z = YIZ,' + . + yk’k’ + d (f$,’ + . . . + i$,Zn”) 

Taking d sufficiently large, we obtain 

where yi"> 0. 
z = y‘Oz10 + . . + ynozno 

If Po#O. analogous reasoning will show that the vectors Po3 %' form a positive basis. 
Consider the set 

D, = (z I 2 E Rk, (P,,, 2) < ~0) 

where PO= 2 a)+. Clearly, DcD,. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
1=1 

3. Consider the game r. Define a function f(n) = min(ml encounter avoidance occurs in r 
for any admissible 9). Theorem 2 and the results of /4, 5/ imply 

Theorem 3. Let D be an unbounded polyhedral set. Then there exist c*(D) > 0, Cl(D)> 0 
such that, for any n#i, 
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ON AN INTEGRABLE CASE OF PERTURBED KEPLERIAN MOTION* 

V.A. KUZ'MINYKH 

A general solution of a differential vector equation of PerturbedKeplerian 

motion is derived for the case when the position vector and perturbing 

acceleration vector are collinear. A variable change is employed, in 

which the new independent variable is expressed in terms of the initial 

values of the phase variables and time, using the elliptical Jacobi 

function. The two-point boundary value problem for the initial equation 

is reduced to the Cauchy problem. A parametric representationisobtained 

for the regularized trajectory of motion of a material point under the 

action of a centrdl force. 

Let us consider a differential vector equation of perturbed Keplerian motion 

1" == -prr-3 7 wr (1) 

in which r, I" are the vectors of position and acceleration of a material point, II is the 

gravitational constant of the centre of attractionand (c is a constant. 

The differential Eq.(l) determines the intermediate orbits of a geocentric satellite 

four-body problem /l/, and of the known geocentric planetary problem of n bodies /2/. 

A general integral of the equation of the type (1) appears in a number of papers (e.g. 

in /3/l, but is not solved for the required coordinates of the vector '(z,y,z). 
we shall assume that the following initial conditions are specified in the initial co- 

ordinate system for the instant t= t,: 

r (t") (I"! Y,, Z"), r' (lo) = (To'. Y"', 20.1. 

Let us bring into our discussion the constant vector of angular momentum and the 
oscillating Laplace vector 

h = Ir, r'l = (h,, I/,, h,). I = [r’, h] - pr,_-’ 

The differential equation for 1 now takes the form 

1' :_ -l,m',xr [I. h] 
____-- 


